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1. Introduction 
As it has been seen in Bock and Robert (1988), Bayes estimators associated with 
uniform distributions on spheres can be used for the estimation of a normal mean. The use 
can be either in a direct or indirect way. The empirical Bayes version of these estimators 
produces an estimator which practically dominates the positive-part James-Stein estimator. 
In fact, it performs better than the positive-part James-Stein estimator for the values of the 
parameters which are of interest. However, from a theoretical point of view, the lack of 'tail 
domination' is still a drawback. 
In this paper, we will present a second analysis of this rich family of Bayes estimators 
by using another approach, hierarchical Bayes analysis. In fact, if empirical Bayes estimators 
are often preferred in practice for their simplicity, it is well known that a hierarchical 
approach is generally preferable as it usually leads to robustness (see Berger (1985), Brown 
(1987), Berger and Robert (1988)). 
For this particular problem, the hierarchical Bayes approach gives a broader scope of 
possibilities than the empirical Bayes approach. In fact, we will restrict ourselves to a special 
class of hyperpriors, i.e., the class of discrete hyperpriors. These priors give positive 
probability to a countable number of radii. Hierarchical Bayes estimators are then simply 
mixtures of Bayes estimators related to uniform distributions on spheres. However, this 
restricted family is rich enough to produce very interesting results. It is a relatively 
essentially complete family (Robert, 1988) in the sense that the closure of this family is 
essentially complete as any spherically symmetric Bayes estimator can be approximated by 
one of these mixtures and spherically symmetric Bayes estimators form an essentially 
complete class (Berger and Sririvasan, 1978). Furthermore, Kempthorne (1986, 1988a, 
1988b) has stressed their importance in compromise and restricted Bayes decision rules. We 
will see in Section 3 how his results imply that the hierarchical Bayes estimators lack some 
undesirable properties of the original estimators; the resulting estimators are minimax and 
still admissible. 
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Another consequence of these completeness results deals with the domination of the 
positive-part James-Stein estimator. It is well known that this estimator is 'nearly 
admissible' (Efron and Morris (1973)) and that usual techniques such as integration by parts 
are useless in its case (Bock (1988), Brown (1988) ). Through tail minimaxity arguments 
(Berger (1976), Bock and Robert (1988)) we give, in Section 4, sufficient conditions for tail 
equivalence of the positive- part estimator with mixtures of Bayes estimators. In fact, tail 
domination of the positive-part estimator does not seem possible. 
These estimators have still another interesting feature. It is well known that, for 
bounded parameter spaces, they are the "natural" estimators (Casella and Strawderman 
(1981), Bickel (1981), DasGupta (1985), Kempthorne (l988a)). In Section 2 we give a few 
results related to this property in order to make the connection with the tail results of 
Section 4. 
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2. Bounded parameter space 
2.1. Model. We observe a normal random variable, x ....., Np(B,Ip) with mean 0 E 0. 
In this section (only), we will suppose that 0 is a compact set in IRP; in the next sections, 0 
= IRP. 
The usual least squares estimator, ¢/(x) = x, is not minimax m this context as it is 
dominated by the maximum likelihood estimator bo(x) = X if X c e, p e(x) otherwise (where 
p e(x) is the orthogonal projection of X on e). However, c5o itself is neither minimax nor 
admissible (for lack of smoothness). 
The usual way to find a minimax estimator for this problem is to determine a least 
favorable prior. This technique has been used by the authors who have studied the problem. 
Casella and Strawderman (1981) have considered the case p = 1 and 0 = [-m,m]; and they 
have established that, when m < 1.05, the prior distribution which gives probability ~ to -m 
and m is least favorable. For larger values of m, the least favorable prior is still symmetric 
with discrete support but the number of points in this support increase. Kempthorne (1988a) 
gives an algorithm for the computation of the support of the minimax estimator for a given 
m (see also Eichenauer et al. (1988)). Bickel (1981) also studied this problem for large values 
of m, in order to evaluate the asymptotic behavior of the minimax risk. Note that, for this 
problem, the minimax estimator is unique (Ghosh (1964) ). Das Gupta (1985) and 
Kemp thorne ( 1988b) deal with higher dimensions. If 0 is a ball, it appears that the least 
favorable prior distribution will be a finite mixture of uniform distributions on spheres (shells) 
with the same center as e. It is not clear whether the Ghosh (1964) result can be generalized 
to higher dimensions, i.e., that the minimax estimator is unique for p > 1. 
2.2. Estimators. If 7rc is the uniform distribution on the sphere {o; IIBII=c}, the Bayes 
estimator associated with 7rc is 
(2.1) 
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where re_ 1 is the ratio of the modified Bessel functions Ie and Ie_1 (see Robert (1988) and 
2 2 2 
Bock and Robert (1988)). 
If e = {o; IIBJI~p} is the ball of radius p, let us consider a finite sequence 
0 ~ c1 < · · · < Cn ~ p of radii and the corresponding sequence q1 , · · ·, qn of weights such that 
~n q. = 1. 
L...,i=1 1 
Thus the prior distribution 1r = ~~ q·7rc. is a hierarchical Bayes prior 
L...,I=1 1 1 
distribution in the sense that the first stage prior is 1r c and the second stage prior on c (or 
hyperprior) is ~~ q.~c.· In other words, the sphere of radius c. is chosen with probability 
L...,1=1 1 • 1 
qi and then 8 is chosen on the sphere of radius ci according to a uniform distribution. The 
Bayes estimator associated with 1r is (George (1986)) 
81r (x) = L~ nqimc/x) 8c;(x) , 
1=1 L:· q.mc .(x) J=l J J 
where me is the marginal density of 'Ire, 
(see Robert (1988)). Using obvious notation, 87r can also be written 
87r(x) = ~~ q.(x)8c.(x) . 
L...,1=1 1 • 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
This formula expresses the fact that qi (x) is the posterior probability of the sphere of radius 
ci; the prior information (given by q1,···,qn) is reconsidered in the light of the observation, x. 
Remark 1. me is defined for c=O as fim t-viv(t) = 2-v /f(v+1). 
t-+0 
It is not possible to determine where qi(x) is maximal, due to the complexity of qi. 
However, it is likely that this maximum is obtained for JlxJI close to c;. We have, for qi(x) = 
Lemma 2.1. gtq.(t) = q!(t) = q.(t){c· rp 1(rc.)- ~~ 1q.(t)c. rp 1(tc.)} u 1 1 1 1 2- 1 L...,J= J J 2- J 
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Proof: From (2.3), we deduce that 
2/ 2 
,...., -v -ci 2 ( ) Ln -v -ci ( ) q .(t)= q.c. e Iv tc. / . 1q.c. e Iv tc. , I I I I J= J J J 
with v = ~-1. And 
D 
Remark 2. In order to determine if 67r, defined in (2.4), is minimax, one has to check if the 
Bayes risk of c7r, r( 1r ), is equal to the maximum of the frequentist risk, R( 01r ,8 ), on e. Once 
again, given the complexity of the estimator, this verification can only be done numerically. 
For reasons given in the next section (Corollary 3.3), it appears that there exist 
sequences ( c1,. ··,en) and ( q1,. · · ,qn) such that the resulting estimator 51r dominates the 
positive-part James-Stein estimator 
+ ( p-2 )+ 1/>pp(x) = 1- llxll2 x (2.5) 
on e, as ¢pp is not admissible. Therefore, for a fixed radius p, it is possible to find such 
sequences. Figure 1 gives the comparison of the risks of 1/>pp and 51r for p=5 and llxll ~ 5.5; 
the radii are 0.5, 2.5, 4 and 5.5. The weights q. have been determined by trial and error. 
I 
Note that the resulting estimator, 67r, is not necessarily minimax on 0 as the purpose was to 
dominate ¢pp on e. A starting point for the choice of the radii ci could still be the radii of 
the minimax estimator (which can be approximated using Kempthorne (1988a).) As the 
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minimax estimator 6* has a risk equal to the minimax risk for all the points of its support, 8* 
cannot dominate ¢pp· But it is still possible that another choice of the weights qi leads to 
the uniform domination of ¢pp on e ... 
Remark 3. Strictly speaking, it is pointless to consider the domination of ¢pp on e as this 
estimator is dominated by its truncated counterpart. However, in practice, it is rarely the 
case that the radius p is known precisely. Thus, people use ¢0 and ¢pp rather than 80. 
Further, if p is large, restricted and unrestricted estimators have approximately the same 
behavior. Here, we are mainly interested in the domination of ¢pp on e = IRP; this numerical 
determination of the radii and the weights is only a first step (see Section 4). 
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3. General Case 
When 8 = IRP, the finite mixtures of the previous section are replaced by infinite 
mixtures. Their interest is twofold. For some choices of the sequences, the resulting 
estimator is minimax and admissible. Therefore, the mixing is strong enough to eliminate 
some of the undesirable behavior of the single estimators. Secondly, these mixtures span the 
entire class of spherically symmetric Bayes estimators and, therefore, can be used to 
approximate any of these estimators. 
3.1. Compromise decision problem. One reason why these infinite mixtures of uniform 
distributions on spheres are so important is because they are closely related to some least 
favorable prior distributions (see Berger (1985), DasGupta (1985)). This is also why infinite 
mixtures are related to Kempthorne's results. 
Kempthorne (1986, 1988a, 1988b) considers the following compromise decision 
problem: given an estimator Do of 0 and a spherically symmetric prior distribution 1r0 on 8, 
find an estimator D* solving 
min f R(O,D)1r0 (dO) DtD 8 (3.1) 
where D = { Dj R(O,D) ~ R(O,D0 ) for every ()} and R is the risk associated with the usual 
quadratic loss. Of particular interest is the case where Do is the least square estimator 
because the solution of (3.1) is then minimax. The relation with infinite mixtures is given by 
the following result. 
Theorem 3.1. ( Kempthorne (1988) ). The estimator D* solving (3.1) is admissible and 
generalized Bayes with respect to a measure 1r*. The prior measure 1r* is a mixture of 1r 0 
and a possibly improper measure 1r A, a mixture of uniform distributions on shells centered at 
the origin whose radii have no accumulation point. Furthermore, if the mixture gives 
positive weight to 1r A, the risks of Do and D* are equal at all 0 in the support of 1r A. 
This very powerful theorem has immediate consequences for our problem. If we take 
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Do to be the least squares estimator and 71'0 to be the point mass at zero, we have the 
following corollary. 
Corollary 3.2. There exist a sequence of radii c0=0 < c1 < · · · with no accumulation point 
and a sequence of weights q0 , q1, · · · such that the Bayes estimator corresponding to the 
(possibly improper) prior distribution 2:'?"_ 0 q·11'c. is minimax and admissible. Z- Z • 
Note that the prior will be improper if and only if I:i=:oqi = +oo. This result shows 
how important are the weights qi(x) (as it can be seen that formula (2.4) can be generalized 
to the case of infinite mixtures) and indicates, once more, the power of hierarchical Bayes 
techniques. However, due to the "wave property" of the risk indicated in Theorem 3.1, the 
estimator given in Corollary 3.2 cannot dominate the positive-part James-Stein estimator cfpp 
of (2.5). But, replacing Do by c/>pp (as c/>pp is not admissible), we have the following. 
Corollary 3.3. There exist mixtures of uniform distributions on spheres which gzve 
generalized Bayes admissible estimators dominating the positive- part James-Stein estimator. 
Furthermore, this result allows us to take any arbitrary radius in the sequence, as there 
is no constraint on the prior distribution 7!'0 . Corollary 3.3 justifies the last developments of 
Section 2.2. We are sure that such radii and weights exist. Moreover, for a bounded 
parameter space, there are necessarily a finite number of radii. One can also note some 
indication of the "wave phenomenon" on Figure 1, as the risk of the Bayes estimator hits the 
risk of the positive-part James-Stein estimator. However, a major problem remains unsolved: 
the determination of the sequences (ci) and (qi). We will see in Section 4 that we can 
determine these sequences for large values of i. It seems that the only way to find the first 
terms of the sequences is numerical. Kempthorne (1988a) also indicates a possible algorithm 
based on the fact that the risks must be equal on the support of 11' (see also Kempthorne 
(1987)). 
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3.2. Complete class properties. As the following result indicates, we can approximate any 
spherically symmetric estimator by a Bayes estimator associated with a mixture: 
Theorem 3.4. [Robert (1988)]. For an arbitrary spherically symmetric distribution 1r, there 
exist sequences (qf) and (cf) such that, for every x, 
Furthermore, if we impose certain conditions on the sequence ( cf ), it IS possible to 
determine the sequence (qf) in terms of (cf) (Robert (1988)): 
(3.2) 
if the density of the prior distribution factors through f. This constructive aspect of the 
result is its main interest, as it allows the approximation of complicated Bayes estimators, 
like most hierarchical Bayes estimators (see Berger (1985) for examples). Note that the 
integrals (3.2) are usually more easily computable than the Bayes estimators themselves 
(which depend on two integrals). 
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4. Tail Comparison 
Given an infinite mixture, L:~1q·'lrc., we will give sufficient conditions on ( q.) and ( C·) 
- 1 ' 1 1 
so that the associated Bayes estimator has a risk asymptotically equivalent to the risk of the 
positive-part James-Stein estimator. In order to achieve this aim, we use "tail minimaxity" 
results. This technique has been introduced in Berger (1976) and has already been of use in 
the present context in Bock and Robert (1988). 
4.1. Preliminary results. The major result about tail minimaxity is the following one: 
Theorem 4.1 (Berger, (1976 )· If c5(x) = ( 1 - g~~~~ll) )x and if g satisfies some regularity 
conditions, 
R(c5 11011) = p -2 g'(IIOII)- g(IIOII){2(p-2)- g(IIOII)} + o(IIOII-2) • 
' 11011 11011 2 
This formula gives an approximation of the risk for large values of 11011 and can be used 
to establish tail minimaxity. Also, it reveals itself to be quite powerful for the comparison of 
two estimators when the usual techniques fail (see Bock and Robert, 1988). This is, in 
particular, the case for comparison with the positive-part James-Stein estimator (2.5). 
For the mixture estimator L:j~qi(x)c5ci(x), Theorem 4.1 also gives the following 
expression for the risk of the mixture: 
R(c57r ,11011 = L~~qi(IIOII)R( c5ci,11011) 
+ "oo <i·(IIOII)riiOII - c.r,.,(ciiiOII)l{"':-oo<i·(IIOII)c.r,.,(IIOIIc,·) - c1.rv(IIOIIci)} + o(lloll-2)· L..,i=1 1 ~ 1 j L..,J=1 J J 
( g.(llxll)) Proof: We can always write c5ci(x) = 1 - ilxll 2 x and 
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since I:~1qi(x) = 1. Thus, from Theorem 4.1, 
R( ,~ ,11911) = P -211911-' { z::;;:; 0;( ll9ll)gi ( 11911) r 
- IIOII- 2L:;,::<ii(IIOII)gi(IIOIJ){2(p-2)- L:;:<ijCIIOII)gi(IIOII)} + o(IIOII-2 ) 
= I:;,::<ii(IIOIJ)R(oc;•IIOII)- 2IIOII-1L;:<i(CIIOII)gi(IIOII) 
+ ll9lr'( z::;;:; 0;( ll9lll!!; ( 11911) )' - IIW'I:;:; 0; ( 11911 )g[( 11911) + o( 11911) . 
From Lemma 2.1, 
q!(IIOII) = <i·CIIOII){c·rv(IIOIIc;)- "'~oo <i·(IIOII)c.rv(IIOIIc·)} 1 1 1 ~ J=l J J J 
and, since 
D 
Note that, as I:t~qi(IIOII) = 1, 
and, thus, that R(o7r,IIOII) ~ I:t~qi(IIOII)R(oi;'IIOII). The introduction of 11011 in the second 
sum is not necessary (as I:t~qi(IIOII){ I:t~<ijCIIOII)c/v(IIOIIci) - c/v(IIOIIc;)} = 0). 
However, it provides an easier resolution of the following developments. 
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For a given radius c, we have the following representation for the Bayes estimator. 
Proof: Since g(t) = t(t- cr11 (tc)), substitution using Theorem 4.1 yields the desired result. D 
Furthermore, using the following expansion (Robert, 1988), 
r (t) = 1 _ 2v+1 + (2v+1)(211-1) +(211+1)(211-1) + o(t-3) 
II 2t 8t2 8t3 ' ( 4.1) 
and substituting using Lemma 4.3 yields the following representation. 
Lemma 4.4: For the Bayes estimator be, 
R(b t) = -1 + (c-t)2 + l ((p-1)c- (p-1)(P-3))- (P- 1)(P-2) - (p-1)(p-3) + r (l) . 
C• t 4c 2t2 4t2c2 m t2 
It is also a direct consequence of Theorem 4.1 that the risk of the positive-part estimator is 
equal to 
( + ) (p-2)2 ( -2) R ¢>pp,t = p- -t-2- + o t . (4.2) 
4.2. The integral approximation. In order to get conditions under which R(b7r,IIB11) :::; 
R( ¢pp,IIBII) is satisfied, we will replace the sums of the previous sections with integrals. This 
approximation is justified for a particular choice of the sequences ( qi) and ( cJ 
First, it follows from Lemma 4.2, Lemma 4.4 and ( 4.2) that 
( + ) ( 7r ) "'"'+oo _ { (p-2) 2 2 1{ (p-1 )(p-3)} R ¢pp,t - R b ,t = L....ti=l qi(t) p+1- -t-2-- (c,-t) - t (p-1)ci- =-_,t::...:cc::..; ___:_ 
+ (p- 1)(p-2) + (p-1)(p-3)} + "'"'+ooq_ .(t)(t- c.r (tc-))c.r (tc-) 
2t2 4t 2 c~ L....Ji=l 1 1 II ' 1 II ' 
• 
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and (4.1) implies 
+ ~+ooq.(t){t-c. + p-1- (p-1)(p-3)}c-{1- p-1} 
L.....i=l 1 1 2t 8t2c. 1 2tc; 
' 
-~+00q.(t){t-c. + P-1 - (p- 1 )(p-3)}~:-00q.(t)c-{1- p-1 } + o(t-2) . 
L.....;=l 1 1 2t 8t2c; L..... 1=1 J J 2tc; 
We will see below why this order of approximation will suffice. 
Note that 
and (Robert, 1988) 
Ip (t) = ~{1- (p-1)(p-3) + o(t-1)} . 
2-1 ..J27rt 8t 
p-1 
Consider now the special case qi c~T 
· "+oo( )2 senes L..ti=l c;+1-c; con verges. 
(4.3) 
Remark 4. This condition is totally compatible with the condition lim C; = +oo. For 
i-++oo 
· t th" · h h 1 h R" · "+oo ·-2 ms ance, 1s 1s t e case w en ci+ 1-ci = I, as we get t e 1emann senes L.,i=l 1 • 
Remark 5. For such a choice of (q;), a small enough leads to a generalized Bayes estimator. 
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However, following Theorem 3.1 of Kempthorne (1988a), there is no reason to restrict the 
study to the class of proper Bayes estimators. 
Then, with the above representations we have 
( ) -a -(crt)2 /2{1 (p-1)(p-3) + (t-1)} c.+1-c. C· e - St 0 
•• ( t) = • • • , { c, } 
"+oo( ) -a -(crt) /2 1 (p-1)(p-3) + (t-1) L..... 3._1 c.+1-c. c. e - St o 
- J J J Cj 
and it follows from Appendix 1 that the RHS of ( 4.3) can be replaced by 
1 J+oo{P+1 _ (p-2)(p-3) _ (u-t)2 _ (p-1)u + (p-1)(p-3) + u{1 _ p-1} 
D c1 2t2 t 4ut 2tu 
. {t-u + p-1 _ (p-1)(p-3)}}{1 _ (p-1)(p-3)}u-ae-(u-t)2 /2 du 
2t St2u Stu 
(4.4) 
_ _1_ J+oo{t-u + p-1- (p-1)(p-3)}u-ae-(u-t)2 /2{1- (p-1)(p-3)}du 
D2 c1 2t 8t2u Stu 
where 
D _ J+oo{1 _ (p-1 )(p-3)} -a -( u-t )2 /2d 
- c Stu u e u. 
1 
The change of variable w = ¥ gives 
.l I+oo {p+1- (p-2)(p-3)- t2(w-1)2- (p-1)w + (p-l)(p-3) + w{l - p-1 } 
M 2t2 4t2w 2ew 
c1 
t 
(4.5) 
where 
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M = (oo {1- (p-~;~:-3)}w-"e-(w-l)'t'/2dw, 
t 
The justification of the previous handling of o(·)'s in (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) is given by 
the following lemma: 
Lemma 4.6. For every r > 0, w1 < 1, w2 > 1, 
and 
J+lO -r -(w-1)2t2 /2 rn:: w e dw = '427r • 
cl 
t 
Proof. It is straightforward to establish 
for any t, and the upper bound is going to 0 as t goes to +oo for any value of r· On the other 
hand, 
f+oo -r -(w-1)2t 2 /2 r -(w2-1)2t 2 /4 J+oo -(w-1)2t 2 /4 0 :S t w e dw :S t w 2 e e dw 
w2 w2 
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and the upper bound is also going to 0 as t goes to +co. If we consider now 
it is bounded from 
-"( Jw2 -( w-1 )2t2 /2 
tw1 e dw. 
wl 
Jw2 -"( -( w-1)2t2 /2 t w e dw, 
Wt 
-"( Jw2 -(w-1)2t2 /2 below by t w2 e dw 
wl 
and 
Further, for every w1 < 1 < w2 • 
from 
n· Jw2 -(w-1)2t2 /2d n· J+oo -{w-1)2t2 /2d f2= ~1m t e w = ~1m t e w = "'~11" . 
t-oo t-oo w1 -co 
Note that this result, which implies 
n• 1 J+oo -"( -(w-1)2t2 /2d - 1 
~1m M w e w- , 
t-+oo 
cl 
t 
above by 
0 
allows for the manipulation of o( ·) outside the integrals and the sums (due to the equivalence 
shown in Appendix 1). The next result shows precisely the order of approximation of these 
integrals. 
Lemma 4.7. for "f ~ 0. 
Proof. By L'Hospital's rule, we have 
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by an integration of parts. Thus 
D 
Remark 6. The integration by parts used in the previous proof explains why we do not need 
to further expand lp in the terms where t 2(w-1) appears. In fact, 
2-1 
J
+oo - -(w-1) 2t 2 /2 
lZim Ml t 2(w-l)w 1 e dw = -!· 
t->+oo 
cl 
t 
4.3 Equivalence condition. We will now consider the comparison with ¢pp for large values of 
IIBII· As we have seen in the previous section, a sufficient condition for the equivalence is that 
( 4.5) must be positive up to the order o( t- 2 ) or MA1 - A2A3 ~ o(t-2), where 
A = t J+oo {p+l- (p-2)(p-3)- t 2(w-1) 2 - (p-l)w + (p-l)(p-3) + w{l- p-l} 
1 2t 2 4t2 w 2t2 w 
cl 
t 
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We have 
= t c= {[r -(p-~;;~-3)} -a + a( a+!) w-~-2 }e-( w-l )'t' / 2 dw + o( t _,) . ( 4.6) 
t 
In the same way, 
and 
= t (= {-a+l +a (p-~\':,+l)}w-"'e-(w-l)'t'/2dw + o(c') 
t 
( 4.7) 
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= t (oo (-a + ( a+l) (p-~\':,+1) )w·a-le·(w-l)'t' /2 dw + o( t-') . 
T 
Using these integrations by parts, we get 
Theorem 4.8. 
Proof. From (4.6), (4.7) 
and, from ( 4.8), 
€im A 1 = p+1- 1- p+1 + p-1 + a-1 = P-1 + a , 
t-++oo 2 2 
. p-1 
€1m A2 = a + -2 . t-++oo 
This shows that, as long as the integral approximations is justified for the choice 
the estimators (fpp and 87r have risks equivalent in the tails. 
(4.8) 
0 
( 4.9) 
For particular choices of a the equivalence is even stronger. Using (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8), 
we get the following expressions. 
A = t J+oo { + 1 _ (p-2)(p-3) _ ( _1)w + (p-1)(p-3) _ (p+1)(p-1)(p-3) 
1 p 2t 2 p 4t 2 w 8t 2w 
cl 
T 
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t f+oo { -1+a + (p-1)2(p-3) - 7p2-28p+29 - p-1w 
p 16t2 8t2 2 
cl 
t 
_ _L[(p-1)(p-2)(p-3) + (p-1)(p+1)J _ a(a+1)} -a -(w-1)2t 2 /2d 2 8 a 8 22 we w, 
wt t w 
A _ t f+oo {p+1 _ (p+1)(p-1)(p-3) + !! _ ( + 1) (p-1)(p-3)} -a -(w-1)2t 2 /2d 2- 2 2 w a 2 2 w e w, 16t w 8t w 
cl 
t 
A 3 ~ t ( 00 { 1 - (p-i~~~+l) }w·"+l e -( w-1 )'t 2/ 2 dw • 
t 
From Lemma 4. 7, it then follows that 
tM = 1 + a(a+1) _ (p-1)(p-3) + o(t-2) 
.,[2; 2t2 8t2 ' 
A1 = _1 + a + (p-1)2(p-3) _ 7p2-28p+29 _ p-1 _ 1_{(p-1)(p-2)(p-3) + ap2-1} 
.,[2; p 16t2 8t2 2 t 2 8 8 
a(a+1) + a(a+1) ( 1 ) p-1 ( 1) + ( -2) 
- p- + a - - a a- o t 
t 2 2t2 4t2 ' 
A2 = p-1 _ (p+1)(p-1)(p-3) + a_ (a+1) (p-1)(p-3) 
.,[2; 2 16t2 8t2 
Thus 
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- [p-1 + - p-1- J + J.l(p-1)2(p-3)- 7p2-28p+2q- (p-1)(p-2)(p-3)] 
- 2 a 2 a t2L 16 8 8 
_ (p-1) 2(p-3) + a 2(a+1) _ (p-1)(p-3) + (p+1)(p-1)(p-3) 
16 2 a 8 16 
2 ( ) (p-3)2 
-a+ p-3 a--
t2 2 + o( t-2) . 
Using these expressions, we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.9. 
This result shows that, for this particular choice of a, the two estimates are then 
equivalent in the tails up to the second order. Using the techniques introduced in Section 2, 
we can then build an estimator 87r(x) = Et~qi(x)8c/x) which behaves quite properly for the 
small values of 11011 (i.e., the values which are actually interesting) and still remains equivalent 
to the positive-part James-Stein estimator in the tail. 
A second consequence of this result is to reinforce the conviction that the positive-part 
James-Stein estimator is "optimal in the tail", in the sense that it gives the maximal 
improvement over the least squares estimator a minimax estimator can give. 
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Appendix 1: Approximation of the Series by the Integral 
L "d h . ~+oo( ) -'Y -(c;-t)2 /2 . . . ( ) h et us cons1 er t e senes L..,i=l c1+1-c1 c1 e , 'Y>O, ansmg m 4.2 w en 
It is a well-known calculus result that this series is of the same kind as the integral 
f+oo -'Y -(u-t) 2 /2 u e du, 
cl 
(A.l) 
that is, that they are both convergent or divergent. In this case, (A.l) IS convergent (see 
Lemma 4.6) and so is the series. 
Using a first order Taylor expansion, it follows that 
where 
m-(t)-! 
' - 2 
I -'Y-1 -( u-t ) 2 /2 sup 1-'Y + (u-t)u u e . 
(c;,c;+d 
(A.2) 
We have then m;(t) = o(t-d), for any d and 
which is still o(t-d) as the series is convergent. 
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